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Focus was on Vidyasagar’s greatest legacy, his unflinching resolve to transform the plight of 
Indian women and his continuous relevance in today’s society. The holistic impact of this 
great son of Bengal on life and letters in the contemporary world— was debated, argued and 
reinforced at our offline and virtual events, giving us new insights into the great man’s 
continuing relevance and contribution to humanity, our nation, our time and our way of life. 
This meaningful, relevant exchange of ideas on the life and works of such a great, 
compassionate reformist was then gathered up and published in the impressive bicentenary 
volume “Suvakori” (with ISBN 978-93-81037-90-4) on September 26, 2020, thus recording 
these ideas for academic posterity and advanced research. 

Video Link of Vidyasagar Memorial Lecture by Sri Jawhar Sirkar: https://youtu.be/eNndFb7fjdo  

Institutional Distinctiveness (2019-20) 
 
Year-long bicentenary celebration of Pandit Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar was a flagship 
programme of the institution. The Bengal luminary’s bicentenary, on whom our institution is 
named, did seek to achieve a viable diffusion of the values infused in the thinking and work 
of Vidyasagar in contemporary society. The bicentenary celebration was an act of homage to 
the multifaceted genius of this pillar of the Bengal Renaissance. Events that outlined the 
grand celebrations, engaged with the literary, social, educational, scientific, and philosophical 
dimensions of his works. Ranging from his commitment and intellectual investment in 
projects of social reform and women’s empowerment, the year-long celebrations highlighted 
Vidyasagar as the pioneer in transforming the crusade against child marriage and other 
atrocities against women in society. The celebrations at our institution brought to light the 
fillip he gave to scientific and rational enquiry in his educational and social reforms. We did 
hope to span the whole gamut of issues tackled by Vidyasagar’s keen intelligence and his 
deeply sensitive self that touched the chord of every beating heart in his native land. In fact, 
this liberal arc of humanism stretches beyond the pales of his own land, Bengal, and touches 
the hem and shore of every nook in India, before exfoliating further to achieve truly 
international proportions.  
On 26 September, 2019, Sri Anup Motilal delivered the Vidyasagar Memorial Lecture on 
“Vidyasagar and Re -Creation of Social Values.”. It was followed by an Inter College 
Competition featuring Songs, Creative Writing, Drama and Debate. The impact of 
Vidyasagar’s world-view on the world, its colonial and semi-colonial contexts and insights 
were also part of our grand year-long programme evolving around Vidyasagar’s literary and 
life-practices. As someone who believed in the crucial role of nurture whether of the human 
(as in children) or of nature, the repository of tenderness and inspiration, Vidyasagar’s views 
on these matters and his expeditious interventions, trying to make thinking a reality, figured 
prominently in the deliberations at our bicentenary webinar held again on September 26, 
2020. Sri Jawhar Sircar and Dr. Krishna Ray were the eminent speakers of the Vidyasagar 
memorial lectures. An Inter College Online Competition featuring short story writing, songs, 
dance, poster and debate were held to commemorate the grand event. Contestants recorded 
videos and submitted entries. 

https://youtu.be/eNndFb7fjdo

















